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Historians have richly documented both the praise and criticism that philanthropists have 

received since the establishment of the Sage, Carnegie, and Rockefeller Foundations in 

the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries. Although praise was far more common than 

criticism, critics have raised several issues with philanthropy over many decades.
1
 

Here is U.S. Senator Frank Walsh in 1915: 

“[I] challenge the wisdom of giving public sanction and approval to the spending 

of a huge fortune thru [sic] … philanthropies….The huge philanthropic trusts, 

known as foundations, appear to be a menace to the welfare of society.
2
 

In 1973, Jeffrey Hart, conservative scholar said, “tax-free foundations represent a 

conspicuous form of irresponsible power.”
3
  

And historian of education Diane Ravitch wrote in 2010: 

“[T]he Gates, Walton, and Broad Foundations … set the policy agenda not only 

for school districts, but also for states and even the U.S. Department of Education. 

… There is something fundamentally antidemocratic about relinquishing control 

of the public education policy agenda to private foundations run by society’s 

wealthiest people.
4
  

In the past decade, however, that disapproval has reached the decibel range of a 

garbage disposal. The pervasiveness and loudness of the dissatisfaction invites an 

analysis of these criticisms while calling attention to one question missing from faulting 

donors engaged in reforming public schools. 

The current criticisms that I will analyze are:  

1. Philanthropists, business, and civic leaders seek the privatization of public 

schools. 
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2. Donors have muffled public and professional voices. 

3. Philanthropists are not held responsible for their mistakes. 

After short analyses of these criticisms, I will ask a question that has too often gone 

unasked by either critics or self-aware donors. The rest of the chapter will concentrate on 

answering this neglected question:  

Why have major donors such as Broad, Walton, and Gates given (and continue to give) 

large sums of money to programs to improve academic performance in the face of 

mediocre results in altering classroom teaching practices and student learning? 

 

1. Philanthropists, business, and civic leaders seek the privatization of public 

schools. 

Since the 1983 report A Nation at Risk, the logic of reform spurred by business and civic 

leaders and endorsed by major donors is that failing public schools have substantially 

weakened the U.S. economically. The report energized civic, business, donors, and 

educational leaders to press public schools to fundamentally change their graduation 

requirements, curriculum standards, testing, and other structures.  

Over the past three decades, these policy leaders and foundation officials cobbled 

together portfolios of reform ventures including structural innovations such as vouchers, 

charter schools, high academic standards, testing and rule-driven accountability. Critics 

of this jerry-built strategy have argued that such ventures tossed together helter-skelter 

and supported by sketchy evidence added up to a movement to privatize public schools 

through expanded parental choice of public schools and instilling market competition into 

a quasi-monopolistic institution. They cite the growth of for-profit companies taking over 
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low-performing public schools (for example, K-12 Inc., Edison Inc.), non-profit charter 

organizations (for example, KIPP, Aspire, Green Dot) expanding their reach, and No 

Child Left Behind requiring districts with persistently low-performing schools to 

outsource educational services to private companies as evidence of that intent.
5
  

Critics have called those shaping these changes in public schools “corporate 

reformers.” From the center and left of the political spectrum, denunciations have poured 

over “corporate reform” for destroying public schools.
6
 

  I have tried to avoid such terms because, in my opinion, they imply absolute 

certainty about reformers’ motives, smell of conspiratorial decision-making, ignore 

historical patterns of private-public collaboration, and, most compellingly, overlook the 

unvarnished embrace of market-driven capitalism and business practices that have swept 

across all U.S. institutions in recent decades. Moreover, much of the back-and-forth about 

who is and who is not a “corporate reformer” thrives on venomous personal attacks.  I am 

allergic to these implications, smells, and ad hominem language because they neglect the 

obvious historical pattern that close linkages between public schooling and commerce 

have pervaded American society for decades because they have both been (and are) 

deeply anchored in democratic capitalism.
7
 

My allergy is based on the following reasons: 

* While the current generation of civic and business leaders, donors, and elected 

federal officials–policy elites–believe in the crucial importance of schooling spurring 

economic growth and market forces advancing equal opportunity and democracy, 

similarities in beliefs  hardly equal a concerted effort to privatize public schools. 

Contemporary critics have converted business involvement in schools, a tradition 
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stretching back well over a century, into a motive to privatize as many public schools as 

possible.
8
 

* The charge that money-making drives current efforts to privatize schools (for 

example, test-makers, technology companies, for-profit charter schools) rings hollow 

given that much transacted business is made public and negative publicity gives 

foundation officials and CEOs the shakes. Also, current critics have forgotten prior 

failures of private, for-profit companies running public schools. Few contemporaries 

remember the collapse of contracting-for-performance in Texarkana (AR) in the 1960s, 

or the belly flop that Education Alternatives Inc. (EAI) took in Baltimore (MD) public 

schools in the 1990s or Edison Inc. fleeing Philadelphia schools a decade ago.
9
  

* Finally, critics paint the current “corporate” reform agenda as privatizing the 

entire nation’s public schools—almost 14,000 school districts with nearly 100,000 

schools and over 3 million teachers housing about 50 million students (2012). Yet the 

constantly repeated statement that all U.S. schools have failed and need to be transformed 

trips over obvious facts that nearly all parental choice and accountability-driven reforms 

focus not on suburban, exurban, or rural districts, but on urban schools with low-income 

minority students, a fraction of the U.S. student population.
10

 

For these reasons, I have concluded that the common charge leveled by critics 

about a closely tied together coalition of CEOs, hedge fund managers, philanthropists, 

civic leaders, and similarly situated wealthy people called “corporate reformers” seeking 

to convert public schools into private ones is hyperbole.
11
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2. Donors have muffled public and professional voices. 

Critics point to a two-pronged approach that Gates, Walton, Broad, and other foundations 

have used to push their market-friendly reform agenda forward. One prong is making 

substantial grants to programs; the other prong is creating advocacy organizations for 

centralizing authority to advance their programs. Donors endorsed mayoral control in 

cities, state laws that expanded school choice, and parent trigger laws that, in effect, 

stripped local school boards of their authority to make decisions, thereby shrinking public 

participation in educational affairs and diminishing teacher and principal professional 

judgment.
12

 

Consider donor support for mayoral control of urban public schools. Installing 

charter schools, new curricular standards, and changes in teacher evaluation becomes 

easier when school authority resides in the mayor’s appointed superintendent rather than 

an independent school board. Instead of squabbling over school board members’ 

questions, trying to control raucous community hearings, and listening to teacher 

proposals, decisions can be reached efficiently in a school chief’s office. 

I do not suggest that educational philanthropists caused centralized policymaking 

or eroded faith in professional educators’ judgment. Both had begun in the mid-1960s 

with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act underwriting federal and state actions. 

I do suggest, however, that “muscular philanthropy” has further consolidated policy 

authority at local, state, and federal levels with the consequence of shrinking citizen 

participation in governing schools and practitioner involvement in instructional-based 

policies even further.
13
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Donors have also helped governors, state legislatures, and district officials 

compete for federal Race to the Top funds by bankrolling organizations aiding 

administrators in applying for funds and filling posts in the U.S. Department of Education 

with former foundation officials. Furthermore, state legislation allowing more charter 

schools, evaluating teachers on the basis of student test scores, and adopting Common 

Core State Standards and tests has left little room for local school boards to act on or hear 

practitioner voices.
14

 

Centralized governing of schools over the past three decades has been done not 

only in the name of increased efficiency, but also in the name of egalitarian outcomes. 

Many foundation and corporate executives share a deep concern for those who are 

educationally disadvantaged; they have pushed for expanded parental choice of schools, 

curriculum and testing mandates, and accountability rules. 

The sum total of these public and private ventures has meant that big donors have 

not only set the reform agenda, but also championed laws that have diminished local 

public participation and professionals’ judgment in significant decisions.
15

 

I doubt that foundation leaders intended to centralize school decision-making and 

deprive local policymakers, professionals, and citizens of their voices. Nonetheless, these 

unintended consequences unfolded over the past 30 years. So I do agree with the second 

criticism.  

3. Philanthropists are not held responsible for their mistakes. 

Centralizing school governance and the increased amount of regulation that resulted has 

led to proliferation of federal and state accountability rules. But not for donors. 
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  Under the law, donors have no accountability for mistakes. They are beyond the 

reach of being fired or voted out of office, so they have no responsibility to districts, 

individual schools, teachers, students and parents for hopes raised and dashed.  If their 

grants fail to achieve desired objectives, philanthropists shrug and walk away.
16

 

For venture philanthropists and their supporters, this unaccountability provides 

valuable flexibility in taking actions for the public good and is in the best tradition of a 

democracy.
17

 As some have argued: “[S]uch virtual immunity represents foundations’ 

greatest strength: the freedom to take chances, to think big, to innovate, to be, in the 

words of the late Paul Ylvisaker of the Ford Foundation, ‘society’s passing gear.’”
18

  

Being society’s “passing gear” assumes that funders and their retinue of experts 

can identify educational problems, sort out symptoms from fundamental causes, and 

adopt solutions that target those causes. Yet as one observer noted: “Just because you 

were great at making software or shorting stocks doesn’t mean that you will be good at 

… ensuring that kids can read by the third grade. If you’re worth billions, though, nobody 

may tell you that.”
19

 

 There are many examples of major donors stumbling and then walking away 

unscathed. Recall the Ford Foundation’s sponsoring of community control in New York 

City in the late 1960s. Or the Annenberg Challenge in the early 1990s that spread nearly 

a billion dollars among selected urban school districts but produced little lasting change 

in student outcomes. And, of course, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation advocated 

for small high schools in the early 2000s, only to retreat hastily a few years later.
20

 

 This lack of responsibility for policy errors to improve schooling has been a 

constant criticism, past and present, and one that I find warranted.  
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************************************************************ 

Missing from these familiar criticisms, however, is an analysis of the theory 

driving donors’ reform agenda and its outcomes, particularly the obvious gap between 

donor-approved policies aimed at school improvement and what happens in classrooms. 

Venture philanthropy may or may not be “society’s passing gear,” but it is too often a 

“slipping gear.” That is, it neglects the crucial policy-to-practice journey from donors’ 

offices to classrooms.
21

 

So I ask the following question: 

Why have major donors such as Broad, Walton, and Gates given (and continue to 

give) large sums of money to programs to improve academic performance in the 

face of mediocre results in altering classroom teaching practices and student 

learning? 

Some background to this question is necessary before providing an answer. I 

inspect the ideas and assumptions major donors held when they pressed for market-based 

school reforms and then examine the path from donor suites and policymaker offices to 

schools and classrooms.  

Two basic ideas that have anchored (and continue to anchor) policymaker and 

donor assumptions are:  

* Schools are like businesses and failures in schooling can be fixed by applying 

efficient and effective business practices.  

* Current philanthropists have created successful business organizations; they are 

smart and resourceful and know how to fix school problems using their intuition, research 

and engineering skills.  
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Assumptions driving current school reform. Civic, business, and philanthropic 

leaders have championed policies that assumed U.S. schools had failed because 

educational leaders were more concerned about protecting the status quo than about 

improving student outcomes. Leaders assumed that effective teachers and administrators 

were either trapped in a bureaucratic system that blocked their daily efforts to teach or 

surrounded by inept colleagues (or both). To achieve success, then, they assumed that 

schools, not students, have to be overhauled. Because they assumed that students’ low 

performance is located in classrooms, not families or neighborhoods, they traced 

students’ poor performance on international tests to low curriculum standards, inefficient 

and excessively rule-governed schools, and a lack of competition. Moreover, they 

believed that teacher unions resisted changes in salary, seniority and evaluation rules. 

Members of policy elites (including donors) argued that unless there were changes in 

who taught, what was taught, parental choice of schools, accountability for results, and 

union rules, U.S. students would continue to fail in acquiring essential skills for working 

in a global economy.
22

 

Armed with these ideas and assumptions about what the basic problems are and 

what has to be done to solve them, donors granted billions of dollars to states and 

districts. In return, foundations have received a decade-long barrage of criticism of their 

ideology, intent, and favored “solutions.” Yet amid those salvos, one issue has largely 

escaped notice.  

Beyond swaying decision-makers to adopt market-driven solutions is an 

overlooked fact that adopted policies seldom were put into classroom practice.
23
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Large foundations, for example, have invested heavily in broadening parental 

choice, getting better school leaders, toughening curriculum, and enhancing instruction 

through new technologies. Donors have worked closely with, advocated for, and 

depended on policymakers to convert their reform ideas into school practices. Why do 

donors rely on policymakers? 

The simple answer is that policymakers have legal authority to make decisions, 

provide incentives to act, and give technical assistance to make better schools, and donors 

do not. To get what they want, foundation officials directly fund programs (for example, 

the Gates Foundation funded the conversion of large high schools into small ones) gave 

monies to organizations that support their interests and create advocacy groups (for 

example, the Walton Foundation funded pro-charter organizations). Even though donors 

rely on policymakers’ legal authority to adopt reforms, both lack the expert savvy to put 

policies into actual school and classroom practice. That is the job of district officials, 

principals, and, yes, classroom teachers.
24

 

Current entrepreneurial donors share a similar ideology with business and civic 

leaders. Accordingly, donors have funded policies that widened the pool of teachers and 

principals (for example, Teach for America, New Leaders for New Schools). They 

promoted policies that shifted school funding (for example, vouchers and charter 

schools), altered structures such as school size (for example, small high schools), 

modified time spent in school (for example, extended day and school year), fortified 

curriculum (for example, Common Core State Standards), improved instruction (for 

example, more computers in schools), and toughened accountability for teachers and 

students (for example, test driven evaluations of practitioners, graduation tests). Major 
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donors also funded organizations that challenged union protections in compensation, 

seniority, and teacher evaluations (for example, the Vergara decision).
25

 

Policymakers and funders assumed that top-down policies would change 

classroom practices and that those altered practices would improve students’ academic 

achievement, increase college entry, and secure jobs in an information-driven economy. 

This theory of change, however, has been no better than whistling in the dark when it 

comes to converting policies into teaching practices and student learning. 

The policy-to-practice journey. The path from donor-endorsed policies aimed at 

improving student outcomes and what happens in millions of classrooms is twisted and 

filled with sinkholes. Note well that since the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 

(1965) and its reauthorization No Child Left Behind (2002), many reform-driven policies 

now travel from the U.S. Secretary of Education to state officials to district school boards 

to superintendents’ offices, and then pass over district administrators’ desks into schools 

where principals are expected to ensure that the adopted policy enters both kindergartens 

and Advanced Placement classrooms.  

Then, and only then, do teachers actually determine how much and to what extent 

they are prepared and ready to put federal, state, or district policies (for example, new 

technology, Common Core) into practice with their students. In effect, teachers have been 

(and are) gatekeepers to their classrooms; they shape policy as it is handed to them by 

deciding what and how to teach their lessons.
26

 

In some instances, that journey ended up altering how teachers teach in 

unintended ways. For example, the No Child Left Behind Act required states to set 

curricular standards and test all students in reading and math. Variation in state standards 
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and test results was both evident and serious. Nonetheless, if students performed on tests 

poorly year after year, stiff federally mandated penalties fell on districts, schools, 

teachers, and students.
27

 

Over the past decade, out of fear of penalties (or of being shamed), schools with 

large minority and poor enrollments narrowed what teachers taught, revised daily 

schedules to spend more time on reading and math, and coached teachers and students to 

raise test scores. In effect, NCLB strengthened traditional approaches to student learning. 

Evidence that this policy strongly influenced classroom practice is ample, but it is hardly 

what policymakers intended. Whether such changes led to increases in academic 

achievement and reduced the test score gap between whites and minorities remains in 

doubt.
28

 

The spread of charter schools and charter management organizations, handsomely 

supported by the Walton Foundation and other donors, offers another example of policy-

to-practice. The growth of charters illustrates a signal success of focused grant giving in 

altering funding structures for public schools. The policy sought to generate innovations 

in school organization, curriculum, and instruction that would spur competition with 

regular public schools. Stellar examples of gains in student achievement show up in 

scattered individual charter schools and charter management organizations such as YES 

Prep, KIPP, Green Dot, and Aspire. Furthermore, occasional competition among charters 

and regular schools has occurred within a few districts.
29

 

But those high-achieving schools are a drop in the bucket of the 6,000 charter 

schools nationwide, of which some have become academically and fiscally bankrupt. The 
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variation in academic performance across the spectrum of charters is similar to the 

variation in non-charter schools.
30

 

A similar mixed pattern of occasional victories amid frequent failures to improve 

student outcomes characterize donor efforts over the past three decades in spreading new 

technologies, getting urban superintendents to improve student performance, and 

promoting adoption of the Common Core State Standards.  

Consider the use of new technologies in schools. The hype surrounding the 

introduction of computers into public schools in the early 1980s promised to transform 

students’ academic achievement, how teachers taught, and high school graduates’ job 

opportunities in an increasingly changing economy.  

Helped by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and other donors, states and 

districts deployed new desktop and eventually laptop computers into schools and 

classrooms. The ratio of computers to students dropped from over one for every 125 

students in 1983 to one for just over three students in 2008. By the late 1990s, Internet 

connections had spread to most schools and in the next few years, wireless became 

standard.
31

 

By 2010, laptops and a cornucopia of software were ubiquitous. And within a few 

years, tablets, interactive whiteboards and smart phones were in many classrooms. But 

had academic achievement improved as a consequence? Had teaching and learning 

changed? Did the use of devices in schools lead to better jobs?  

The answers to these questions are “no,” “no,” and “don’t know.”  
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Test scores, the current gold standard policymakers use to determine academic 

achievement, show little evidence that using new hardware and software have improved 

students’ performance on tests.
32

 

The evidence of transforming traditional teaching practices is equally 

underwhelming. Nearly all teachers now use these devices. Lessons using interactive 

whiteboards or carts filled with laptops or tablets are common across elementary and 

secondary schools. How teachers use laptops or tablets, however, vary from 

unimaginative to creative, from daily to occasional use.
33

  

These powerful computers have yet to alter traditional ways of teaching that have 

marked classrooms for years. Laptops, desktops, tablets, and interactive whiteboards 

continue to support the dominant teacher-centered approach to instruction rather than 

promoting the hoped-for student-centered approach. Teachers have expanded their 

teaching repertoire to incorporate new software and hardware to do what they have been 

doing all along. No surprise there, since teachers have mixed old and new practices in 

their lessons for decades. New technologies have found a niche in most classrooms, but 

their impact is much smaller than what was initially promised. In effect, new hardware 

and software have strengthened, not altered, prevailing teaching approaches.
34

  

Finally, the question of computer use in schools is linked to jobs. Whether using 

soon-to-be-obsolete hardware and software helps students gain entry-level jobs in a 

knowledge-based labor market is just a “don’t know.”
35

 

For another case in point in negotiating the pot-holed strewn road from policy to 

practice, turn to the Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation’s Broad Superintendents Academy 

(BSA). Eli Broad made it clear that he knew how to run successful businesses. He wanted 
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that customer-driven knowledge to be applied to urban public schools. At one conference, 

he said, “We don't know anything about how to teach or reading curriculum or any of 

that, but what we do know about is management and governance.” What Broad did not 

say was that managing and governing are not the same as converting key policies into 

classroom lessons.
36

 

The BSA was created to prepare a new breed of market-aware district leaders to 

raise students’ academic achievement and reduce the gap in test scores between 

minorities and whites, but it has quietly struggled with the trip from policy to practice. It 

is an 18-month program of extended weekends and internships for educators and non-

educators (for example, ex-military officers, business leaders, and government officials). 

But determining how many graduates have become urban superintendents and how long 

they have served is difficult because of fragmentary data and conflicting accounts and 

biased data from Broad and its critics.
37

 

In attracting fresh recruits from the military, businesses, and government to enter 

urban education posts, the Academy has, to a small degree, altered the administrative 

workforce in urban settings. But whether Broad graduates stay longer or perform better as 

school chiefs than those trained in traditional university administration programs, I do not 

know. I do not know because since 2002 when BSA began, none of its nearly 200 

graduates have stayed in a district superintendency for over seven years—a term that 

some observers believe is sufficient to show signs of student success. Broad officials say 

five years is the minimum, but I could still only find two BSA graduates who served that 

long: Superintendents Abelardo Saavedra in Houston (TX) and Mark Roosevelt in 

Pittsburgh (PA).
38
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The lack of data on longevity or performance has persuaded independent 

observers (including myself) that the Broad pipeline into top leadership posts has not led 

to better test scores or significantly altered existing school structures.
39

 

That hard truth about the difficulty of moving from adopted policy to classroom 

lessons is also evident in the widespread embrace of the Common Core State Standards 

since 2010 and the strong support philanthropists have given to this reform-driven policy. 

In less than four years, 43 states and the District of Columbia have adopted these 

ambitious standards in reading and math and started district pilot projects implementing 

the standards and testing students.
40

  

The mantra voiced by Common Core designers and advocates has been that the 

standards are not a curriculum and that teachers make the decisions on what and how to 

teach. Both statements are, of course, accurate. States and districts come up with the 

curricular guides, instructional materials, and commercial products aligned to the 

standards that are supposed to be taught. All that dancing around whether or not the 

Common Core is actually a national curriculum obscures the fact that teachers continue 

to be gatekeepers of what enters their classroom. Except for one thing: state tests will 

determine whether students have reached those standards. Ah, the tests.
41

 

All states adopting the Common Core will administer new tests. In the past, such 

tests have carried stiff consequences for students (results are used to promote or retain 

students), teachers (nearly 40 states have passed laws that require student test scores to be 

used to judge teacher performance—performance judged, in part, by students’ test 

scores), and schools (continued low performance could lead to restructuring or closure). 

Thus, Common Core standards and the accompanying state tests have created great angst 
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among practitioners, parents, and donors. Teachers have doubled down on traditional 

practices to get students to pass tests.
42

 

Parents and teachers angry with the number of tests have fought against 

implementing Common Core tests in 2014-2015. And those donors who helped give birth 

to the Common Core are worried that the entire standards structure might be in jeopardy 

as a result.
43

 

In 2014, Vicki Phillips, Director of College Ready at the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation wrote in a widely published letter: 

[N]o evaluation system will work unless teachers believe it is fair and reliable, 

and it’s very hard to be fair in a time of transition. The standards need time to 

work. Teachers need time to develop lessons, receive more training, get used to 

the new tests, and offer their feedback. Applying assessment scores to evaluations 

before these pieces are developed would be like measuring the speed of a runner 

based on her time – without knowing how far she ran, what obstacles were in the 

way, or whether the stopwatch worked! 

[A]ssessment results should not be taken into account in high-stakes decisions on 

teacher evaluation or student promotion for the next two years, during this 

transition.
44

 

The call for the moratorium on testing has gained widespread support from those who 

back the Common Core and, of course, from those who have fought against the 

proliferation of standardized testing across the country. Here is another instance of how 

policymakers and donors have missed all-important signals and struggled as desired 

policies wend their way down the policy-to-practice path.
45
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************************************************* 

All of these examples of negotiating the S-shaped switchbacks and sinkholes on 

the road from policy to practice—NCLB, charter schools, new technologies, Broad 

Superintendents Academy, and Common Core standards—return to that unasked 

question: Why have major donors such as Broad, Walton, and Gates given (and 

continue to give) large sums of money to programs to improve academic 

performance in the face of mediocre results in altering classroom teaching practices 

and student learning? 

I offer a two-part answer to this question. First, policy elites, including 

philanthropists, live in a very different world than school practitioners. The beliefs, 

values, incentives to do well, and basic questions being asked differ.  

Second, because of these differences between these two worlds, current decision-

makers, including donors, generally favor structural solutions to problems (for example, 

funding, governance, curriculum, organization). Teachers do not. 

Different Worlds. A familiar story illustrates what I mean by policy elites living 

in a different world than practitioners. 

A man in a hot air balloon realized he was lost. He reduced altitude and spotted a 

woman below. He came lower and shouted, “Excuse me, can you help? I 

promised a friend I would meet him an hour ago, but I don’t know where I am.” 

The woman below replied, “You’re in a hot air balloon hovering approximately 

30 feet above the ground. You’re between 40 and 41 degrees north latitude and 

between 59 and 60 degrees west longitude.” 

“You must be a teacher,” said the balloonist. “I am,” replied the woman, “How 
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did you know?” “Well,” answered the balloonist, “everything you told me is 

technically correct, but I’ve no idea what to make of your information, and the 

fact is I’m still lost. Frankly, you’ve not been much help at all. If anything, you’ve 

delayed my trip.” 

The woman below responded, “You must be a policymaker.” “I am,” said the 

balloonist, “but how did you know?” 

“Well,” said the woman, “you don’t know where you are or where you are going. 

You have no map, and no compass. You have risen to where you are due to a 

large quantity of hot air. You made a promise, which you’ve no idea how to keep, 

and you expect people beneath you to solve your problems. The fact is you are in 

exactly the same position you were in before we met, but now, somehow, it’s my 

fault.”
46

 

Funny or not, the distinctions between what policymakers do and think and what teachers 

do and think are, indeed, worlds apart. 

Consider that local and state school boards, governors, mayors, and legislators, 

including federal education officials, do not lead schools or teach lessons. All concentrate 

on making policy, use mandates and incentives to get policies put into practice, and 

allocate resources. Like donors, they neither focus on nor dictate how teachers should 

teach or principals run their schools. They see the “big picture” of the system and look 

for effective solutions to problems they have identified that can be scaled up to touch 

thousands rather than dozens of schools.  

Here is how Frederick Hess describes the policymaker world: 
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[K]eep in mind that policymakers can make people do things, but they can’t make 

them do them well. Policy is a blunt tool…. They can require schools or systems 

to comply with punch lists–hire a parent liaison or set aside forty minutes a day 

for literacy instruction–but they can’t require them to do any of those things 

well…. 

In the end, policymakers only have three crude levers at their disposal. They can 

give away money for particular purposes, tell you what you must do, and tell you 

what you can’t do [original italics]. That’s about it. Yet, with just these three blunt 

instruments, policymakers are under immense pressure to make the world a better 

place.
47

 

And teachers?  Here’s how historian of education David Labaree puts the 

differences between teachers and reformers, be they donors, policymakers, or 

researchers:  

Teachers focus on what is particular within their own classrooms; reformers focus 

on what is universal across many classrooms. Teachers operate in a setting 

dominated by personal relations; reformers operate in a setting dominated by 

abstract political and social aims. Teachers draw on clinical experiences; 

reformers draw on social scientific theory. Teachers embrace the ambiguity of 

classroom process and practice; reformers pursue the clarity of tables and graphs. 

Teachers put a premium on professional adaptability; reformers put a premium on 

uniformity of practices and outcomes.
48

 

Key players in the game of schooling do indeed inhabit different worlds. As a 

result, inhabitants of each world ask dissimilar questions.  
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 Favoring Structures. Policymakers and donors ask their bottom-line question: 

what causes students’ low academic performance, especially in big cities? One answer 

they give is that parents have limited choices of schools. Providing more choices for 

parents (for example, through vouchers, charters, magnets) by restructuring funding of 

schools is the answer. Schools can then compete for students and, from that competition, 

innovations will emerge that improve student and school performance.  

Another answer to the question of what causes students’ poor academic 

performance is that teachers have few incentives to improve their teaching since 

prevailing ways of evaluating teachers, paying them on fixed salary schedules, and 

seniority rules reward time served rather than teacher effectiveness in raising students’ 

test scores. The solution, key donors believe, is to restructure ways teachers get 

evaluated, paid, and transferred to spur teachers to teach more, faster, and better than they 

currently do.  

And still another answer to the same question is introducing Common Core 

standards and tests. Both advocates among donors and policymakers believe that higher 

standards and harder tests combined with new curricular materials will prod teachers to 

teach differently and students to learn far more than they had before.  Those answers—

solutions to the problem of students’ low academic performance—dominate the current 

generation of “muscular philanthropists.” 

When considering these policy solutions, policymakers ask the following 

questions: 

* Will the new policy cost more, less, or the same as the existing policy? 
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* Will the new policy be more, less, or the same in achieving instructional and 

curricular objectives than the existing policy? 

* What incentives and sanctions are there to reward and penalize principals and 

teachers charged to implement the new policies? 

* How can what works in some schools scale upward to encompass more schools 

across states and the nation? 

Teachers ask different questions.
49

  

If the teacher is the most important in-school factor influencing learning, as 

researchers have established and policymakers and donors state publicly, should not 

teachers’ ideas, beliefs, values, and questions get respectful attention and action from 

grant-givers and decision-makers? The answer is obviously yes, but in most instances, 

other than consulting occasional teachers, token representation on advisory groups, or 

drive-by visits to schools, practitioners fail to receive that basic consideration. No dark 

motive rests behind philanthropists largely ignoring the differences between their world 

and that of teachers. I believe that donors and policymakers acquire a blind spot (or 

perhaps myopia) from the insulated world they inhabit and that it becomes a major hazard 

along the road from policy to practice.
50

 

Questions that teachers ask, then, about policies aimed at what and how they 

teach seldom get noticed, much less considered. Boston teacher and charter school 

founder Michael Goldstein lists concerns that teachers have when policies aimed at 

classrooms get announced: 

1. How to be more efficient. Many teachers want to work less without being 

neglectful. Or they’d like to free up time to invest in new priorities. 
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2. How to manage the classroom so kids behave better? ... If a middle school 

teacher can ‘reset’ the class only 3 times per period, instead of 5, that’s probably 

1,440 fewer times per year that he has to deal with misbehavior. (By “reset,” I 

mean when a teacher says something like, “Guys, come on. I need your eyes on 

me. I need you to settle down. Joey, that means you. I’m going to wait until I have 

everyone’s eyes.”) 

3. How to motivate and generate student effort, especially, how to “flip” kids who 

arrive having not worked hard in previous classes or years? This includes both 

getting kids to exert effort during class and getting them to work hard at home. 

4. How to get kids to remember material that they seemingly once knew? 

Cognitive science has moved the ball forward here; now we need applied 

experiments with teachers….
51

 

Or consider the questions many teachers ask after hearing that school officials 

have purchased and deployed new hardware and software: 

* How much time and energy will have to be invested to learn the new devices 

and accompanying software? 

* Will the time spent learning to use the new technology yield a comparable 

return in student learning? 

* What evidence is there that the new technology will help students meet district 

standards and score better on tests than without these devices and software? 

* When glitches in integrating hardware and software occur—and they will 

occur—will on-site professional and technical help be immediately available?
52
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These questions and concerns come from the world of classroom teachers, a 

world that policymakers and donors largely ignore or tiptoe around. Because these 

questions go unanswered, the policy-to-practice journey often stops at the classroom door 

where teachers, as gatekeepers, ultimately decide what gets into lessons and what gets put 

in the closet. 

 

Final Thoughts 

Tax-subsidized philanthropy in a democracy will not disappear; critics lambasting donors 

pushing a market-influenced reform agenda is part of a long history of criticism 

extending back to Senator Frank Walsh in 1915. Yet attempts to square that circle will 

persist. Critics and supporters of venture philanthropists will wrestle with the conflicting 

values inherent to wealth being used for the public good long after this chapter has been 

published. 

              In analyzing how policies do (or do not) get into classroom lessons, I have sorted 

through varied criticisms of donors and assessed each one’s merit. On the charge of 

privatization attributed to large donors, I found that critics overstated the case, even 

slipping into hyperbole. I did find merit, however, in the charge that, in centralizing 

school governance, donors and policymakers have stifled public participation in school 

decisions and deepened distrust in teachers’ professional judgment.  

              I also found merit in the criticism that donors shirk responsibility for errors in 

grant making. Donors have created intermediaries that come close to or even cross the 

line into lobbying—which is banned by law—for particular policies. Yet that advocacy 
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evaporates when projects fail and entrepreneurial donors walk away untouched by their 

errors, leaving the odor of unfairness in the air.  

              Finally, I added to the list of criticisms by identifying a common blind spot for 

venture philanthropists: converting policy into effective practice. Like most educational 

policymakers, donors have largely lived in their own world where idées fixes about 

school problems—better schooling strengthens the economy, schools are like businesses, 

and successful business practices can fix any problems schools have—dominate their 

thinking. These shared ideas spurred grants for reforming structures, allocating ample 

resources, and scaling up successful ventures. And the world that practitioners live in—a 

world of different idées fixes and behaviors—is crucial for policies to turn into classroom 

practices, but donors have largely ignored it. 

Now I have reached the point in this chapter where I am expected to propose 

solutions that would help donors make wise decisions and remedy mistakes in achieving 

their reforms. 

But I have no list of recommendations beyond the obvious one of donors 

becoming far more aware of the practitioner world and acting on that knowledge in 

making grants. Beyond this self-evident suggestion, I have no more. Why is that? 

I have learned from my past writings and others that a section on 

recommendations is usually the weakest part of a chapter or book because the necessary 

conditions for proposals to succeed are usually absent. Moreover, recommendations tend 

to reflect the author’s pet solutions. So, in reflecting on my work as a practitioner and 

researcher for nearly five decades, rather than present disposable advice, I offer a few 
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educated guesses about what might happen in the next decade as a result of the current 

“muscular philanthropy” in school reform.    

Educated Guess No. 1. Every reform movement leaves a residue in public 

schools. Consider the progressive education movement over a century ago. 

“Administrative progressives”—mostly policymakers and academics—championed  

“scientific management” and “efficiency engineers” tying public schools to the early 20
th

 

century economy, while “pedagogical progressives” glowed over the “whole child,” 

“learning by doing,” and tying curriculum to the “real world.” Bits and pieces of those 

two wings of the progressive education movement settled into public schools by the 

1940s with standardized testing, measures of school efficiency, small group work, 

project-based learning, and individualized instruction.
53

 

And so it will be after the current reforms—in play since the early 1980s—

become footnotes for future scholars. Vestiges of existing market-driven school reforms 

will be quietly incorporated into public schools. Look for charter schools, reduced 

standardized testing, a scaled-back national curriculum, routine use of technologies in 

classrooms, non-educators entering schools, downsized accountability regulations, and a 

continuing high regard for student outcomes.  

Also the idée fixe of current schooling—that is, concentrating on producing 

human capital first and civic engagement second—will persist but slowly lose its potency 

as popular pushback against too much standardized testing and a national curriculum 

grows in momentum.
54

 

Other existing reforms, such as evaluating teachers using student test scores, 

ending tenure and seniority, calling principals CEOs, and children learning to code, will 
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be like tissue-paper reforms of the past (for example, zero-based budgeting, right- and 

left-brain teaching) that have been crumpled up and tossed away. 
55

 

Contemporary policymakers and philanthropists who invested much time, energy, 

and monies into these reforms will not break out the champagne for leftover debris. They 

will join their reform-minded predecessors in being disappointed and blaming school 

boards, administrators, and teachers for being resistant to change. 

              Educated Guess No. 2.  If vestiges of older reforms remaining is one lesson from 

earlier reforms, so is the idea that unintended outcomes that inevitably haunt reform 

movements. Every school reform I have researched, from improving curriculum to 

changing instruction to redesigning organizations, has had unanticipated results. Even the 

smartest policymakers discovered, to their surprise and chagrin, unforeseen 

consequences. Recall how contemporary donors inadvertently helped shrink public 

involvement in school decisions through support for mayoral control, state laws 

expanding charter schools, and parental trigger laws. Some unintended outcomes, 

depending on where one stands, are positive, others are negative, and a few are 

perverse.
56

 

My educated guess is that donors may see that the crisis rhetoric they used in past 

decades, the extensive media exposure, and their market-based reform agenda have had 

perverse outcomes by ending up not privatizing public schools, but actually preserving 

the status quo they fought against.
57

 Let me unpack this observation. 

The notion of institutions adopting certain reforms in order to maintain stability—

sometimes called “dynamic conservatism”—captures how U.S. public schools, especially 

in big cities, have embraced new policies (for example, charter schools, Common Core 
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State Standards, technologies) to signal stakeholders that schools are indeed changing. 

Yet those districts and schools leave untouched structures that make U.S. urban, 

suburban, and exurban schools the way they are (and have been), such as depending upon 

property taxes, local school board governance, age-graded schools, curriculum tied to 

textbooks, and high-stakes tests.
 58

  

In keeping their hands off these basic structures, reform-minded donors have 

unwittingly reinforced the stability of the very organizations they want to transform. Not 

Machiavellian or even necessarily planned, school districts have learned over time to 

preserve overall stability—the status quo—in the face of occasional dumb policies and 

strong external pressures to alter traditional practices. 

One example of grant-giving strengthening the status quo occurred in the early 

20
th

 century when Northern white philanthropists gave money to improve what was then 

called “colored” or “Negro” education in the South. John D. Rockefeller, Julius 

Rosenwald, and other donors sent money southward to improve black education by 

building schools, helping teachers gain more knowledge and learn new pedagogies, and 

raising salaries. However, these donors gave the money directly to white school boards 

who then dispersed funds sparingly to black principals, teachers, and communities. In 

effect, these grants maintained the Jim Crow system of separate schooling for blacks and 

whites. Positive, negative, and perverse outcomes were rolled into one. 
59

 

Fast forward to the early 21
st
 century, and a similar phenomenon of high-profile 

reforms freezing the status quo is evident now. For example, donor-supported reforms in 

urban districts such as opening new charter schools, closing “dropout factory” high 

schools, distributing vouchers, and deploying new technologies, have proliferated. These 
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changes rescued small numbers of motivated parents and students who were stuck in 

under-resourced and inequitably staffed schools within highly bureaucratic urban 

systems. Those parents and students benefited. That was an intended and positive 

outcome.  

However, for the vast majority of parents outside of a Harlem’s Children Zone or 

passed over in lotteries for charter schools, their children continue to attend low-

achieving schools, dropout of high school, and face dead-end jobs. Age-graded schools 

persist. Segregated poor and minority schools persevere. Inequalities in who teaches in 

middle-class and poor schools linger. The status quo in low-performing schools remains. 

And the primary reason is that these donor-pushed reforms concentrated on schools rather 

than the economic and social structures outside of schools that freeze institutional 

inequalities in place.
60

  

In making these educated guesses about untoward effects, I see that donors have 

erred in framing the problem of failed schools as a national phenomenon rather than as an 

urban one and a problem located solely in schools themselves. Failing poor urban and 

rural children, however, is located in multiple institutions and structures inside and 

outside schools. Battling low academic performance requires crossing institutional 

boundaries. Many researchers, parents, and practitioners know this in their bones. But 

venture philanthropists who shape school reform agendas do not. 

Because of their can-do and business-oriented ideology, donors have largely 

devoted their grant making to fund changes aimed at existing school structures in 

governance, organization, curriculum, and instruction. In doing so, they have unwisely 
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reinforced the myth that schooling alone, not in concert with other institutions, produces 

miracles that will end economic and social inequalities. 

And for that error, I believe, donors will receive a full measure of criticism in the 

next decade for preserving the status quo. 
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